Case No.: I2008-011104 Date/Time: 4/3/2008 5:03:00 PM
Location: SPELMAN HALLS, PRINCETON, NJ 08544
Classification: CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Narrative:
RP, A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY STUDENT, REPORTED HIS BIKE WAS DAMAGED BY PERSON(S) UNKNOWN IN THE AREA OF SPELMAN HALL. UNIT DISPATCHED. NO SUSPECT OR WITNESS WAS DEVELOPED. REPORT FILED.

Case No.: I2008-011142 Date/Time: 4/3/2008 11:26:00 PM
Location: SPELMAN HALLS, PRINCETON, NJ 08544
Classification: ALCOHOL-SERVING TO MINOR

Narrative:
RP, AN ANONYMOUS CALLER, REPORTED LOUD MUSIC COMING FROM A NEARBY ROOM. UNITS DISPATCHED. OFFICERS REPORTED A PARTY WAS DISCOVERED. ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS WERE OBSERVED. RRR CITATIONS WERE ISSUED AND THE PARTY WAS TERMINATED. REPORT FILED; CASE REFERRED.